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Abstract

We have developed a new methodology to study the effect of mechanical stress on spin waves

in thin films deposited onto compliant substrates. It is based on micro-tensile tests combined

with Brillouin light scattering spectroscopy, which allows in situ probing of the magnetization

dynamics of the studied film upon deformation. This paper shows from both theoretical and

experimental approaches that the magneto-elastic coupling in the saturation regime leads to a

simple linear relationship between the spin waves frequency and the stress applied to the

magnetic film. The linear part of the experimental data can be reproduced theoretically,

assuming a complete strain transfer through the metallic film-compliant substrate interface.
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1. Introduction

During the last decades, technological progress has been driven predominantly by the

modern information and communication technology. The steadily increasing data output and

functionality of devices have required an ongoing miniaturization of their structural elements.

In the design and manufacturing of actual microelectronic and microelectromechanical

systems (MEMS), thin metallic films play an important role. Noticeably, flexible and

stretchable electronics are being developed for diverse applications, including electronic

textiles [1], paper-like displays [2], and sensitive skins [3].

Thin films can show continuous geometry for which lateral dimensions are much higher than

thickness (typically less than one micron), or show complex geometry with in plane

discontinuities (wires or dots arrays) for which one or two lateral dimensions and thickness

are of same order. Usually, thin films are deposited on substrates, which are several ten times

thicker. They are more often submitted to temperature changes during fabrication and/or

practical applications, which generate high mechanical stresses and affect the physical

properties.

Few techniques have been developed to study the effects of applied stresses on

magnetic properties of thin films. One approach has been proposed by McCord et al. in 2004,

based on in situ analysis of static magnetization configuration by magneto-optical Kerr

microscopy (MOKE) [4]. Stress to the film-rigid substrate structure was applied with a

bending fixture integrated in the sample holder of the microscope. Magnetoelastic effects

were found to determine the domain distribution in the films. This effect has been used to test

a stress sensor using magnetostrictive thin films [5]. On the other hand, such films deposited

onto compliant substrates can be tensily stressed and in situ characterized by high-frequency

(HF) permeability [6], MOKE [7] and giant magnetoresistance (GMR) measurements [8]. The

main purpose of these studies was also to demonstrate the feasibility of a magnetostrictive
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sensor on a flexible polyimide substrate. The main advantage of the polyimide material is its

high flexibility, which cannot be achieved by crystalline material, and its relatively low cost.

Very recently, C. Barraud et al. showed that for magnetic tunnelling junctions (MTJs) grown

on flexible organic substrates, the spin dependent tunnelling properties of spintronic devices

can be preserved even after a relatively important (1%) mechanical strain [9].  

Dealing with the magnetization dynamics, one can report the work done by Weiler et al. on

ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) of supported Ni thin films where the deformation was

controlled by varying the applied voltage to the piezoelectric substrate [10]. The authors

showed how magnetoelasticity allows switching the magnetic macroscopic easy axis in the Ni

films by 90° simply by changing the sign of the deformation. The in situ study of spin waves

in thin films deposited on compliant substrate during mechanical tests is however still not

usual.

The way proposed in this paper is to develop mechanical tests of ferromagnetic thin

films on compliant substrates (with a micro-tensile tester), coupled in situ with Brillouin light

scattering (BLS) technique, which allows measuring magnetization dynamics. We propose in

this work to measure the frequencies of the spin waves as a function of the mechanical stress

applied to polycrystalline Ni thin films. The analysis of their frequency variation under the

applied external uniaxial stress should provide us with the knowledge of stress induced

magnetic anisotropy change through an inverse magnetostrictive effect. A theoretical

approach is proposed which allows deriving a simple relationship between the spin waves

frequency and the stress applied to the magnetic film.

2. Magnetic properties of as-deposited Ni film

The Ni thin film was deposited by physical vapour deposition (PVD) technique on a

dogbone polyimide (Kapton®) substrate. Polyimides are organic materials with an attractive
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combination of physical characteristics including low electrical conductivity, high tensile

strength, chemical inertness, and stability at temperatures as high as 400 °C. In addition to its

widespread use in the microelectronics industry, Kapton® has an excellent thermal and

radiation stability as evidenced by its routine use for vacuum windows at storage-ring sources.

The base pressure of the deposition chamber was 7×10-5 Pa while the working pressure during

films growth was approximately 10-2 Pa. The film deposition was made at room temperature

with an Ar+-ion-gun sputtering beam at 1.2 keV. A slight {111} texture has been evidenced

by x-ray diffraction (not shown here) as often encountered in Ni films fabricated by PVD

techniques. We used a Lake Shore 7404 vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) in order to

measure the magnetic hysteresis loop of the “as-deposited” sample. The apparatus shows a

high sensitivity (100 nemu) and then enables to record extremely low magnetic signal. Figure

1 shows the obtained cycles for both in-plane (figure. 1(a)) and out-of-plane (figure. 1(b))

applied field. In figure. 1(a), we can see that the applied field for which the magnetization is

uniform is about 300 Oe. Moreover, a weak coercive field is measured (≈ 70 Oe) related to

the residual in-plane anisotropy of the film induced by the elaboration process. In figure. 1(b),

the out-of-plane cycle is characteristic of hard axis loop. We measure a saturation field Hs
perp

of about 4450 Oe corresponding to an effective magnetization 4πMeff. Both cycles provide a

saturation magnetization 4πMs equal to 6000 Oe.

We also determined the effective magnetization of the “as-deposited” Ni film, using

micro-strip line ferromagnetic resonance (MS-FMR) technique. Figure 2 shows the frequency

variation of the measured uniform mode with applied magnetic field H. The resonance

frequency is given, as a function of H, by the usual expression [11]: 

 ( ) 21
eff//// )M4πH)(HH(H

2π
γ

f +++= (1) 
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Where γ =1.846.102 GHz/Oe is the gyromagnetic factor. The in-plane anisotropy field H// =

50 Oe and Oe4300M4 eff =π are obtained from the best fit of the experimental data (see

figure. 2). Both values well compare with the ones measured from VSM data. In the

following, we use the value deduced from dynamic measurements to analyze the BLS results

describing the stress effect on the spin waves frequencies. effM4π differs from the bulk

saturation magnetization ( Oe6000M4 s =π ) due to, as often reported for thin films, the

existence of an initial uniaxial perpendicular anisotropy field ⊥H . This perpendicular

anisotropy originates from diverse contributions: initial internal stress, magnetocrystalline

anisotropy, and a surface anisotropy that can be ignored in our case due to the thickness (200

nm) of our sample. In the case of polycrystalline thin films deposited by PVD techniques, all

these contributions generally yield a perpendicular contribution due to in-plane equibiaxial

residual stress state, in-plane isotropic distribution of crystalline orientations. Thus this

perpendicular anisotropy modifies the demagnetizing contribution yielding an effective

demagnetizing field ⊥−π=π HM4M4 seff .

3. Brillouin light scattering and in situ tensile testing

Brillouin light scattering (BLS) spectroscopy is known as a powerful measurement

tool, which allows for the local probing of magnetic dynamics [12-14]. Among the main

advantages of this technique is the possibility to determine the frequency and the wave vector

of magnetic excitations and to analyze the temporal evolution of magnetic processes with a

typical time resolution below 1 ns [15-16]. The BLS technique is based on the spectral

analysis of the laser light scattered by a magnetic sample. Due to the photon-magnon

interaction, the scattered light also contains photons at frequencies shifted by the frequencies

of magnons, in addition to the photons at the laser frequency. Consequently, analyzing these

additional spectral components, a conclusion concerning frequencies and intensities of spin
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waves existing at probing light focused point of the sample surface (the probe size is about

100 microns) can be drawn. The measurements were achieved using a (2×3)-pass tandem

Fabry-Perot interferometer exhibiting a contrast and a finesse close to 1010 and 100,

respectively. The sample was illuminated by a single-mode Ar+ ion laser at the wavelength

5.514laser =λ nm. The spectra were achieved using crossed polarizations between the

incident and the scattered beams, in order to take advantage of the selection rules for the

magnon spectra and to prevent phonon lines to appear. A magnetic field H of 430 Oe, high

enough to saturate the sample according to the in-plane saturation field determined from VSM

loop, was applied parallel to the film plane and perpendicular to the incident beam. Reliable

Brillouin spectra were obtained with recording times of 2 or 3 h. We used a backscattering

geometrical arrangement: the wave vectors of light were such as ks = − ki, where the

subscripts i and s stand for incident and scattered, respectively. The in-plane wave vector k of

the observed propagative excitations is given by k = ± 2ki (where the symbols + and – hold

for Stokes and anti-Stokes lines, respectively). Its amplitude k = 2ki sin θ (where θ is the

angle of incidence) can be modified by rotating the sample around the direction of the applied

field; its order of magnitude is about 105 cm-1.

In practical terms, performing tensile tests combined with BLS is straightforward since

no rigid contact between the probe and the sample is needed, no specific sample geometry and

preparation are required and the probed volume size of the sample is not needed to quantify

the magnetic properties. It should be noted that BLS experiments have been performed using

very low illuminating powers (less than 40 mW) due to the low thermal conductivity of

Kapton®, in order to avoid undesirable heating of the film.

The tensile uniaxial loads were applied to dog-bone specimen (Ni film adherent to

Kapton® substrate) by means of a 300 N Deben™ tensile module (see figure. 3(a)). This

tensile tester is equipped with a 75 N load cell fixed to one jaw enabling the force
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measurement with a precision of 0.2 N. In order to estimate the stress concentration in the

film, we assume that the in-plane macroscopic strains are transmitted through the film-

substrate interface. In fact, as long as the elastic domain is scanned (several hundreds

MegaPascals for nano-crystalline thin films), Geandier et al. showed that a complete strain

transfer is achieved through a metallic film-compliant substrate interface, even for a non-

reactive metal [17]. This result has an important implication since the modelling of the coated

substrate (without adhesion interlayer) is much simplified considering a laminate formed by

the film and the substrate. Using the formalism proposed by Renault et al. [18] and assuming

that Poisson’s ratio of the film νf and the substrate νs are similar (νf ≈ νs ≈ 0.3), the

longitudinal stress in the film is given by:

ssff

f
tot

xx fEfE

Eσσ
+
⋅= (2) 

Where totσ is the total uniaxial stress applied to the film-substrate composite; fE , sE and ff ,

sf are the Young’s modulus and thickness ratio of the film and the substrate respectively. The

thickness ratios are defined as follows:

sf

f
f tt

t
f

+
= and

sf

s
s tt

t
f

+
= (3) 

with tf and ts the film and substrate thicknesses respectively. Assuming the following

parameters (Ef = 200 MPa, Es = 3.8 MPa, tf = 200 nm, ts = 125 µm and width of the sample

w = 6 mm), a 1 Newton applied load to the film-substrate composite leads to a longitudinal

stress 64.8σ xx = MPa in the thin film. Moreover the in-plane transversal stress can be

neglected here since sf νν = . Notice that the maximum applied strain in this work is

estimated to be 0.1% so that we can infer no damage of the sample.

The evolution of the so-called Damon-Eshbach (DE) dipolar surface mode frequency [19]

(configuration where the spin wave propagation direction is perpendicular to the static
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magnetization at saturation, i.e. to H, see figure. 3(b)) has been studied by BLS. The strength

of the applied magnetic field in the direction parallel to the uniaxial stress is H = 430 Oe. It is

sufficient to saturate the Ni film when no stress is applied. The measured decrease of the DE

mode frequency with increasing stress is shown in figure. 4 and will be discussed afterwards.

We noticed the large asymmetry of the Stokes/anti-Stokes spectrum which affects the DE

line: we checked that the asymmetry is reversed when the direction of H is reversed, as it

should be. However, due to the very low illuminating powers (less than 40 mW), we did not

clearly observe the standing spin waves (SSW) lines which, as usually reported, show weaker

intensity regarding to the DE mode [20-21].  

 

3. Results and discussion

When the effect of external mechanical stresses is scrutinized, the magnetic anisotropy

constant (K) that comes from the magnetoelastic coupling can be expressed as follows, with λ

the magnetostriction coefficient at saturation [22]: 

 xx2
3

K λσ= (4) 

The magnetic energy reads:
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Where x is the direction of the applied field as well as the direction of the applied stress and

where y is the normal to the layer as shown in figure 3(b). 0K and '
0K are the initial

perpendicular and parallel anisotropy constants respectively. It should be noted here that the

effective demagnetizing field reads
s

0
seff M

2KπM4πM4 −= as discussed above with ⊥H =

s

0

M

K2
. Moreover the in-plane anisotropy field is expressed as: =//H

s

'
0

M

K2

The external stress contribution yields a field
2
s

x

x

ressexternalst
σ M

KM2

M

E
H =

∂
∂

−= . This field is

added to the applied field
x

Zeeman

M

E
H

∂
∂

−= . In the case of a saturated film Mx = Ms, the

effective field becomes σ//eff HHHH ++= , with
s

σ M

K2
H = .

The frequency of the DE surface mode is given, in the dipolar approximation and

neglecting anisotropy, by the well-known expression [23]: 

( ) 21

f
2

s
2

s )kt2exp()M2()M2H(
2

f −π−π+
π
γ= (7) 

where tf is the thickness of the magnetic film and k the wave vector norm of the magnetic

excitation. k is determined by θ







λ

π= sin
4

k
laser

, with o45=θ .In our case, the exponential

term is about 10-3 so that it can be neglected. Thus, the DE mode frequency reads:

)M2H(
2

f sπ+
π
γ= (8)

In our case the effective demagnetizing field effM4π replaces the demagnetizing field sπM4 .

Moreover the effective field
ss

'
0

eff M

K2

M

K2
HH ++= replaces the applied field H. Therefore,

following equation (4), we obtain
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π+σλ++

π
γ= effxx
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M

K2
H

2
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If λ is negative (case of Ni), the magnitude of the effective field, decreases when increasing

the applied stress xxσ . Figure 5 shows the evolution of the DE mode frequency as a function

of the applied stress for the applied field H = 430 Oe. One can remark that the frequency

decreases linearly when increasing the stress xxσ in the saturation regime as predicted by

equation (9). Such a variation is observed below a given value of the applied stress (position

of the vertical dashed line on the figure 5). Above this value the evolution changes denoting a

new frequency evolution regime. This transition value separates the saturated and the non

saturated magnetization configurations and corresponds to the situation where the applied

magnetic field is exactly compensated by the stress-induced anisotropy magnetic field, i.e.

when the effective field value is zero. The straight line in figure 5 show the theoretical

evolution in the saturation configuration using the effective magnetostriction coefficient of

the Ni film at saturation, usually reported in the literature (λ = −37×10-6) [22]. It should be

noted that the
λ

+
−=σ

3

M)HH( s//
c ≈ 200 MPa value of the critical stress estimated using this

λ value agrees with the measured one shown by the dashed vertical line of figure 5. For

higher values of the applied stress, the magnetization may change its direction in the film

plane by a rotation towards the easier direction perpendicular to that of the applied stress and

that of applied magnetic field, leading to a non saturated magnetization state. For this

configuration, calculations are in progress for deriving an expression describing the frequency

evolution. It’s to notice that similar effects have been observed from the investigation of the

dependency between strain and permeability in optimized magnetoelastic films deposited onto

polyimide substrates for sensor applications in the lower GHz range [6]. Finally we checked

that when the stress is removed, the DE mode frequency returns to its initial value.
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Let’s mention that if the stress is applied perpendicular to the direction of the magnetic field,

it can be shown that the DE mode frequency evolution versus the stress is also linear ;

however the slope sign is opposite regarding to the parallel configuration and its magnitude is

twice smaller.

5. Conclusion

The effect of mechanical stress on spin waves in thin films deposited onto compliant

substrates has been studied using a new approach based on mechanical tests coupled in situ

with Brillouin light scattering (BLS) technique. From the experimental data we deduced the

effective magnetostriction coefficient at saturation of the film. We found theoretically that,

when the directions of the applied stress and that of the applied magnetic field are parallel, the

expression of the spin waves frequency in the Damon-Eshbach (DE) configuration is only

modified by the addition of an anisotropy term induced by the magneto-elastic coupling.
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Figure captions

Figure 1. VSM magnetic hysteresis loop of the “as-deposited” sample with (a) applied field

in the tensile direction (in-plane) and (b) applied field in the out-of-plane direction. This

measurement provides an effective magnetization 4450M4 eff =π Oe.

Figure 2. Resonance frequency as a function of the applied magnetic field H. The best fit

(continuous line) of the experimental data (symbol) provides an effective magnetization

Oe4300M4 eff =π in relative accordance with VSM measurements.

Figure 3. (a) Image of the experimental set-up. The micro-tensile tester is placed into the

electro-magnet, while the laser beam is focused on the sample. Here, the direction of magnetic

field is along the tensile axis. (b) Sketch of the experimental set-up. The tensile stress totσ

applied to the film-substrate composite, as well as the applied field H, is along the x-axis

direction, leading to a longitudinal stress xxσ in the thin film. In the used Damon-Eshbach

(DE) configuration, the wave vector k is along the z-axis direction (perpendicular to H and

lying in the film plane).

Figure 4. Evolution of the BLS frequency shift for different applied longitudinal stresses

xxσ . The measured magnon frequency decreases when increasing applied stress.

Figure 5. DE spin wave frequency as a function of xxσ . The continuous straight line shows

the adjustment based on equation. (9) to the experimental data for the magnetization

saturation configuration, delimited by the dashed vertical line, where the anisotropy field
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induced by the external stress σH is lower than the sum of applied magnetic field H and

initial in-plane anisotropy field H//.
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FIG. 4 Karboul et al.
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